Arkansas Model United Nations-AMUN

50th Anniversary Questionnaire

In preparation for the 50th Anniversary of the Arkansas Model United Nations (AMUN) Conference in November 2015, we are compiling information on the history of the AMUN since the founding of the program at Arkansas State Teachers College (now UCA) in 1966.

If you participated in the AMUN in the past as a delegate, staff member, and/or faculty adviser, we would appreciate it if you could answer this questionnaire and/or provide other information that you might have regarding the AMUN. You may use this form or type out your responses on separate sheets of paper. Thank you for your participation!

1. What is your name?

2. What is your contact information?

   Address:

   City:

   State:

   Zipcode:

   email address:

3. In what specific capacity and in what years were you involved in the AMUN?
3. In what specific capacity and in what years were you involved in the AMUN (continued)?

4. Do you recall the keynote speakers for the AMUN conferences that you attended? If so, who were these individuals (including year of conference)?
5. Do you have any special memories or stories regarding one or more of the AMUN conferences that you would like to share? If so, please provide the year of the AMUN conferences.
6. Do you have any recollection or information indicating which delegates or delegations may have won awards during one or more of the AMUN conferences from 1966 to 2000? If so, please indicate the information and the years of the AMUN conferences. We have this information for the years since 2001.
7. Do you have any newspaper clippings or photos from past AMUN conferences? If so, please attach copies of them below (with any additional information about the items, such as years and names of individuals in photos). Please use additional sheets of paper if necessary.
8. Do you have any special memories or stories about Professor Sims McClintock, the faculty member who participated in the founding of the AMUN?
9. Is there anything else you would like to tell us about past AMUN Conferences? If so, please use the space below.

10. Would you like to be invited to the 50th Anniversary AMUN Conference in November 2015, including a Friday evening reception and dinner?

   No_____

   Yes_____
11. Do you have contact information for other individuals (especially AMUN staff and faculty advisers) that participated in AMUN conferences? If so, please provide that information in the space below.

12. May we list your name on the Advisory Committee of the 50th Anniversary of the AMUN? (The list of names will be included in the 50th Anniversary commemorative book).

No:______
Yes:______

Please return this questionnaire to:

Dr. Mark Mullenbach, AMUN Coordinator
Department of Political Science
217 Irby Hall, UCA
Conway, AR 72035
markm@uca.edu